The following communications were read :- The potentials, on a given external point, of the homogeneous shells ( X are proportional to the masses of the shells.
o 2
The homogeneous shell ( a, jj*) exercises no attraction on an in terior mass. The external equipotential surfaces of the homogeneous infinite simal shell ( a2, ^+ c ?a) , are the surfaces ( A, A), in which h is arbi trary and k invariable*.
The potential of the homogeneous infinitesimal shell ^ A 2 , + upon an exterior point, is
and upon an interior point, is (In these expressions i^(A) is en f^{h>dh^ an(j h at the lower limit in the first, is the parameter of the surface (A, A) which passes through the attracted point. The density of the shell is supposed to be unity.)
The potential of the finite homogeneous shell ^A2, ^ ^ (density = 1) upon an exterior point (£, rj, £), is rh " kdh \
* J nr'l'(h) j
h" ^ A) J y ^(h ) in this expression it has been assumed (for simplicity) that is inde pendent of k. Also A", h' are the values of A corresponding to k", A', when A and k vary subject to the relation f (£, rj, £, A, A )=0 ; and A, in the last integral, is the function of A, £, ri, £ determined by this relation.
The differential equations (2) 
